
Mini Tech Organizer PGYTECH (twilight black) Ref: 6970801339170
Mini Tech Organizer PGYTECH (twilight black)

Keep  yourself  organized  and  gain  the  ability  to  conveniently  store  your  photo  accessories  and  more.  The  PGYTECH  P-CB-093  case  is
equipped with plenty of pockets and compartments to optimally organize your space and make it easy to locate the items you need. The
product is extremely lightweight and portable, and durable, water-resistant materials have been used in its construction.
Plenty of pockets and compartments
 
Make  it  easy  to  store  your  accessories,  organize  them  properly  and  be  sure  to  always  find  what  you  need  without  any  problems.
PGYTECH case is equipped with plenty of compartments and pockets where you can store, for example, memory cards, computer mouse,
powerbank, watch and necessary cables. There's also a separate space for your pen and bank cards, as well as a hidden pocket for your
AirTag.
Durable construction
 
The  case  is  made  of  high-quality  materials,  which  means  it  is  very  durable  and  resistant  to  damage.  Don't  worry  about  it  getting
damaged quickly - it will serve you well for a long time. It will also not be intimidated by accidental splashing or rain. Noteworthy is also
the excellent quality zipper, which is extremely durable and allows smooth opening or closing of the case.
Convenient use
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Enjoy convenient access to your accessories. If you want, you can open the case completely or only halfway, so you can easily hold it
with one hand. Carrying it will make it easier for you with a special handle. What's more, on the sides of the P-CB-093 you will find special
attachments that allow you to attach an additional shoulder strap. This way you will turn the case into a practical bag!
Included
 
Case
Tag card
Promotional card
Brand logo sticker
Manufacturer
PGYTECH
Name
PGYTECH Mini Tech Organizer
Model
P-CB-093
Color
Black
Material
Polyester
Dimensions
190 x 130 x 85 mm
Weight
160 g

Preço:

€ 24.50
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